
14 November 2006 J3/06-308r1

Subject: Comments on Clause 5
From: Van Snyder

1 Edits1

Edits refer to 06-007r1. Page and line numbers are displayed in the margin. Absent other instructions, a2

page and line number or line number range implies all of the indicated text is to be replaced by associated3

text, while a page and line number followed by + (-) indicates that associated text is to be inserted after4

(before) the indicated line. Remarks are noted in the margin, or appear between [ and ] in the text.5

[Editor: “attribute” ⇒ “attributes” (but put “attribute” in the index).] 83:46

[Editor: Insert “or construct” after “procedure” twice.] 85:3,47

[Editor: Exchange items (4) and (5) to bring “not assumed-shape” and “assumed-shape” together.] 88:2-38

[Editor: “with the following properties” ⇒ “provided” at [88:6]. Then begin each item in lower case, 88:6-14+39

replace the full stop at the end of each item by a comma, and insert “and” at the end of item (e) at10

[88:13]. Then delete UTI011.]11

[The term “allows” incorrectly implies that these optimizations are prohibited without the CONTIGU- 88:22+612

OUS attribute. Editor: “allows” ⇒ “makes it easier to”.]13

[Editor: Insert “, and hence its shape,” after “array”. Then insert “or, if it is a dummy argument, when 91:12-1314

it is argument associated with an allocated actual argument” after “allocated”.]15

[Editor: Insert “, and hence its shape,” after “pointer” and delete “in two ways”. Replace the semicolon 91:14-1616

in item (1) by a comma, and replace the full stop in item (2) by “, or”, then insert]17

(3) if it is a dummy argument, by argument association with a nonpointer actual argument or18

an associated pointer actual argument.19

[Editor: “the” ⇒ “an” because the remainder of the current subclause uses the indefinite article, as do 91:1720

similar paragraphs in related subclauses (see, e.g., [92:11]).]21

[Editor: Delete Note 5.13.] 94:13+1-322

[Editor: Delete the final sentence of the second paragraph of Note 5.17 (“Because an. . . .”)]. 95:0+21-2323

[Editor: Insert “(13.7.138) after “function”, then move “The PRESENT. . . actual argument.” to a new 95:14-96:1,2+24

note after C543.]25

[Editor: “the equivalenced” ⇒ ‘equivalenced default”.] 110:426
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